LearnSafe is the premier monitoring solution trained to detect vulnerable behavior occurring on school computers. Unlike a content filter, LearnSafe supervises and reports when inappropriate activity occurs from any online or offline application. School leaders are furnished with easy to understand behavior reports to more accurately intercede and address critical behavior issues in a timely manner.

Don’t Let Your Students Login Without Us
Raise the Bar with LearnSafe V.10

LearnSafe Monitors - Content Filters Block

UPGRADE TO V.10

EASIER EVERYWHERE
Find, index and address more behavioral issues in less time.

ADVANCED, ACCURATE & EXPANDED K12 DETECTION ALGORITHMS
LearnSafe continues to lead with the most credible inappropriate digital behavior detection algorithms.

ENHANCED DATA SECURITY & TRACKING
Protect student data & track behavior resolutions.

MORE CUSTOMIZABLE THAN ANY
Customize and implement what matters most to your schools and district.

Warning Signs. Save Lives.
SCHOOL COMPUTERS KNOW WHAT’S ABOUT TO HAPPEN

4-POINT SAFETY NOTIFICATION
Without LearnSafe’s 4PSN you are certain to miss important issues that could have been avoided.

32 STUDENT SAFETY ALERTS
You deserve choices! Alert worthy behaviors are different to each K12 department leaders.

FERPA PROTECTED COMMUNICATION
Quickly share information with team.

MONITORING ASSISTANCE FOR EVERY SCHOOL
Early warnings help you intervene with student at the first sign of trouble.

CIPA COMPLIANT MONITORING

LearnSafe is the premier monitoring solution trained to detect vulnerable behavior occurring on school computers. Unlike a content filter, LearnSafe supervises and reports when inappropriate activity occurs from any online or offline application. School leaders are furnished with easy to understand behavior reports to more accurately intercede and address critical behavior issues in a timely manner.

Advancing Digital Safety | www.LearnSafe.com
4-Point Safety Notification

- 24/7 Capture Management Console
- 32 Student Safety Alerts
- Priority Scheduled Reports
- Behavior Monitoring Protection Service

Timely & Accurate Intervention Information

WHERE EVER YOUR COMPUTERS GO, LearnSafe GOES

866-977-5283  info@slatexp.com  www.LearnSafe.com

LearnSafe Monitors - Content Filters Block